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Abstract

As of our study date, 31 states & Washington DC, had legalized medical cannabis. Of these, 26 have enacted testing regulations for a) cannabinoid content, b) herbicide and/or pesticide content, c) and/or microbiological (bacteria and/or fungi) enumeration. The "and/or" statements show that great variation exists in testing regulations. Documenting safe (for consumer), legal (per state), and correctly labelled (as per FDA "Truth in Labeling" standards) medicine is the goal of testing regulations for medical cannabis. However, no compendium of state testing regulations for contaminants and cannabinoids exists. Presented here is just such a compendium-a database analyzing more than 60 sub-databases. Some of the information available: a) the states which have legalized medicinal cannabis; b) required elements for testing, by state; and c) range of maximum allowable limits, where applicable. The medical conditions for which each state has approved cannabis are also documented. Internet links for documentation are included. Compendium will be updated annually.

Some specific findings: 26/31 states test CANNABINOID POTENCY (at least 4 cannabinoids: THCA, delta-9-THC, CBDa, and CBD). In every category, states are identified alphabetically. 25/31 states require MICROBIAL contamination testing (primarily total aerobic bacteria, total yeast & mold, pathogens, E. coli & Salmonella as well as carcinogetic mycotoxins). All analytes are specified, e.g. aflatoxin. 20/31 states require METALS testing (14 total metals; all states: arsenic, lead, cadmium, and mercury). 26/31 states require PESTICIDES testing (total of 232 pesticides). Each state’s regulated pesticides, and a database per pesticide, are documented. 23/31 states require SOLVENTS testing (84 possible solvents).

In conclusion, it is hoped that this database will be useful for states in writing regulations, in producing safe products, accurately labelled for cannabinoid content, and free of contaminants.

Background

In the United States, the use, sale, and possession of all forms of cannabis is federally illegal. Cannabis is classified as a Schedule I drug, along with heroin, LSD, and cocaine. Moreover, cannabis is considered to have no accepted medical use. This regulation limits rigorous research on cannabis and a lack of scientific evidence poses risk to public health. California became the first state to legalize cannabis for medical use in 1996 via passage of Proposition 215. Since then, 32 more states, the District of Columbia, Guam, and Puerto Rico have enacted similar laws.

State propositions and legislation that legalized medical cannabis protect providers and patients from being federally prosecuted. These states also had to develop required testing regulations without guidance from the federal government. A major objective of these regulations is to minimize consumption of cannabis products with unwanted contaminants and uncertain potency.

Methods

Links to each state’s medical cannabis regulations were used to identify the location of specific information required to build this compendium. Specific information, which included products tested, analytes tested, and their maximum allowable limits, were organized for each state. Comparisons were performed to identify the analytes that were most frequently required for testing.

Results

26 of the 31 states that have medical cannabis programs require testing of products.
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Conclusions

• States that do not require testing may increase the possibility of products that may contain contaminants dangerous to human health.
• Since more than 99% of all cannabinoids are stored in trichomes in the acid form4, required testing of cannabis products should include acid and neutral forms.
• Analyses of state testing requirements identified contaminants most frequently tested. Contaminant analytes' maximum allowable limits varied from state to state.
• 22 of 25 states required testing for a different combination of total microbial counts (85%). Since total microbial counts do not provide any information concerning pathogenicity, discussions among subject matter experts are suggested to determine the need for this testing.
• All 25 states required testing for a different combination of bacterial and fungal pathogens.
• 11 of 26 states require water activity testing (42%).
• Since high water activity may increase microbial levels in a product, states should consider adding this determination to their test menu.
• 4 metals (arsenic, cadmium, lead, and mercury) are tested by all 20 states.
• Since at least 9 pesticides were detected in cannabis products in different locations, states that do not require testing for these pesticides should consider adding them to their testing menu.
• This database and analyses may be helpful for states in enacting testing regulations to ensure the production of safe products that are accurately labelled for cannabinoid content and free of contaminants.
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